Hon Jackie Jarvis MLC
MEMBER FOR THE SOUTH WEST
15 July 2021
HON Rita SAFFIOTI MLA
Minister for Transport; Planning; Ports
9th Floor Dumas House, 2 Havelock Street

WEST PERTH WA 6005
Sent via E- ail: Minister.Saffioti@dpc.wa.gov.au

Dear Minister Saffiotti

PETITION FOR INSTALLATION OF TRAFFIC LIGHTS ON CAVES ROAD, DUNSBOROUGH
I have recently received representation from constituent r. Clement Taylor, regardin the creation
of a new pedestrian crossing point on Caves Road in Dunsborough.
Attached is the "Petition For A Safe Crossing Caves Road/Clubhouse Drive Junction" created by
Mr. Taylor with 186 signatures from local residents and visitors to the area, which states:
There is an urgent n ed for a safe crossing of Caves Road. To be situated 50 metres east of Club
House Drive, for all ages to safely cross Caves Road. There is already a footpath out to Cav s Road
from the beachside. The proposal is for a traffic light that can only be activated a maximum of ev ry
20 minutes, from either side of Caves Road. There needs to be suitable cover and seating at each
end of the lights between the time changes.
The format of Mr. Taylor s petition does not comply with WA Parliament Standing Orders that
would allow tabling in Parliament. I have discussed with Mr. Taylorthe option to sign a new petition even with just one signature - to enable me to table in the Legislative Council, triggering a referral to
the Standing Committee on Environment and Public Affairs. The original signed petition documents
could then be submitted as supporting documents to the Committee by Mr. Taylor in his capacity of
principal petitioner.
Mr. Taylor has however agreed that referral to your office for a response would be a more efficient
way to deal with this issue. To this end, I ask your office to review his concerns and provide a written
response on the issue directly to: Mr. Clem Taylor, 18 Spindrift Cove, Quindalup WA 6281.
I will write to Mr. Taylorto confirm that I have passed his concerns onto your office and that he should
expect a response from your office, or directly from Main Roads as the relevant agency. It would be
appreciated if your office could provide me with a copy of that response in due course. I will also write
to the 44 petition signatories who we have identified as being South West region constituents to thank
them for their interest in the matter.
Thank you for your assistance with this matter.
Your sincerely

JACKIE JARVIS MLC
Member for the South West Region
Attachment: 1 Petition for a safe crossing Caves Road/Clubhouse Drive Junction

Electorate Office: 6/157 Bussell Highway Margaret River WA 6285
P O Box 1382 Margaret River WA 6285
Phone: (08) 9757 9555 Email: jackie.jarvis@mp.wa.gov.au

Premier Mark McGowan
Alannah MacTiernan

Petition For A Safe Crossing Caves Road/Ckibhouse Drive Junctio
We the undersigned, say.
There is an ur ent need for a safe crossing of Caves Road. To be situated 50 metres east
of Club House Drive, for all ages to safely cross Caves Road. There is already a footpath

out to Caves Road from the beachside. The proposal is for a tr ffic light that can only be
activated a maximum of every 20 minutes, from either side of Caves Road.
There needs to be suitable cover and seating at each end of the lights between time
changes.
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Return this petition to Clem Taylor of 18 Spindrift Cove, Quindalu , WA, 6281.
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Premier Mark McGowan

Alannah MacTiernan

Petition For A Safe Crossing Cayes Road/Clubho se Drive Junction
We the undersigned, say
There is an urgent need for a safe crossing of Caves Road. To be situated 50 metres east
of Club House Drive, for all ages to safely cross Caves Road. There is already a footpath

out to Caves Road from the beachside. The proposal is for a traffic light that can only be
activated a maximum of every 20 minutes, from either side of Caves Road.

There needs to be suitable cover and seating at each end of the lights between time
changes.
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Return this petition to Clem Taylor of 18 Spindrift Cove, Quindalup, WA, 6281.

Premier Mark McGowan

Alannah acTiernan

Petition For A Safe Crossing Caves Road/Clubhouse Drive Junction
We the undersigned

say

'

There is an urgent need for a safe crossing of Caves Road. To be situated 50 metres east
of Club House Dri e, for all ages to safely cross Caves Road. There is already a footpath

out to Caves Road from the beachside. The proposal is for a traffic light that can only be
activated a maximum of every 20 minutes, from either side of Caves Road.

There needs to be suitable cover and seating at each end of the lights between time
changes.

Return this petition to Clem Taylor of 18 Spindrift Cove, Quindalup, WA, 6281.

Premier Mark McGowan

Alannah acTiernan

Petition For A Safe Crossing Caves Road/Clubhouse Drive Junction
We the undersigned, say
There is an urgent need for a safe crossing of Caves Road. To be situated 50 metres east
of Club House Drive, for all ages to safely cross Caves Road. There is already a footpath

out to Caves Road from the beachside. The proposal is for a traffic light that can only be
activated a maximum of every 20 minutes, from either side of Caves Road.

There needs to be suitable cover and seating at each end of the lights between time
changes.
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Return this petition to Clem Taylor of 18 Spindrift Cove, Quindaldf, WA, 6281.

Premier Mark McGowan
Alannah MacTiernan

Petition For A Safe Crossing Caves Road/Clubhouse Drive Junction
We the undersigned, say
There is an urgent need for a safe crossing of Caves Road. To be situated 50 metres east
of Club House Dri e, for all ages to safely cross Caves Road. There is already a footpath

out to Caves Road fro the beachside. The proposal is for a traffic light that can only be
activated a maximum of every 20 minutes, from either side of Caves Road.
There needs to be suitable cover and seating at each end of the lights between time
chan es.
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eturn this petition to Clem Taylor of 18 Spindrift Cove, Quindalup, WA, 6281.

Premier Mark McGowan
Alannah MacTiernan

Petition For A Safe Crossing Caves Road/Clubhouse Drive Junction
We the undersigned, say
There is an urgent need for a safe crossing of Caves Road. To be situated 50 metres east
of Club House Drive, for all ages to safely cross Caves Road. There is already a footpath

out to Caves Road from the beachside. The proposal is for a traffic light that can only be
activated a maximum of every 20 minutes, from either side of Caves Road.
There needs to be suitable cover and seating at each end of the lights between time
changes.
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Return this petition to Clem Taylor of 18 Spindrift Cove, Quindal'up, WA, 6281.

Premier Mark McGowan
Alannah MacTiernan

Petition For A Safe Crossing Caves Road/Clubhouse Drive Junction
We the undersigned, say
There is an urgent need for a safe crossing of Caves Road. To be situated 50 metres east
of Club House Dri e, for all ages to safely cross Caves Road. There is already a footpath

out to Caves Road from the beachside. The proposal is for a traffic light that can only be
activated a maximum of every 20 minutes, from either side of Caves Road.
There needs to be suitable cover and seating at each end of the lights between time
changes.
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Return this petition to Clem Taylor of 18 Spindrift Cove, Quindalup, WA, 6281.
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Premier Mark McGowan
Alannah MacTiernan

Petition For A Safe Crossing Caves Road/Clubhouse Drive Junction
We the undersigned, say
There is an urgent need for a safe crossing of Caves Road. To be situated 50 metres east
of Club House Drive, for all ages to safely cross Caves Road. There is already a footpath

out to Caves Road from the beachside. The proposal is for a traffic light that can only be
activated a maximum of every 20 minutes, from either side oTCa es~Road. o6v0/
There needs to be suitable cover and seating at each end of the lights between time
changes.
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Return this petition to Clem Taylor of 18 Spindrift Cove, Quindalup, WA, 6281.

Premier Mark McGowan
Alannah MacTiernan

Petition For A Safe Crossing Caves Road/Clubhouse Drive Junction
We the undersigned, say
There is an urgent need for a safe crossing of Caves Road. To be situated 50 metres east
of Club House Dri e, for all ages to safely cross Caves Road. There is already a footpath

out to Caves Road from the beachside. The proposal is for a traffic light that can only be
activated a maximum of every 20 minutes, from either side of Caves Road.
There needs to be suitable cover and seating at each end of the lights between time
changes.
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Return this petition to Clem Taylor of 18 Spindrift Cove, Quindalup, WA, 6281.

Premier Mark McGowan
Alannah MacTiernan

Petition For A Safe Crossing Caves Road/Clubhouse Drive Junction
We the undersigne , say
There is an urgent need for a safe crossing of Caves Road. To be situated 50 metres east
of Club House Drive, for all ages to safely cross Caves Road. There is already a footpath

out to Caves Road from the beachside. The proposal is for a traffic light that can only be
activated a maximum of every 20 minutes, from either side of Caves Road.
There needs to be suitable cover and seating at each end of the lights between time
changes.
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Return this petition to Clem Taylor of 18 Spindrift Cove, Quindalup, WA, 6281.

Premier Mark McGowan
Alannah MacTiernan

Petition For A Safe Crossing Caves Road/Clubhouse Drive Junction
We the undersigned, say
There is an urgent need for a safe crossing of Caves Road. To be situated 50 metres east
of Club House Drive, for all ages to safely cross Caves Road. There is already a footpath

out to Caves Road from the beachside. The proposal is for a traffic light that can only be
activated a maximum of every 20 minutes, from either side of Caves Road.
(

There needs to be suitable cover and seating at each end of the lights between time
changes.
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Return this petition to Clem Taylor of 18 Spindrift Cove, Quindalup, WA, 6281.

